
Supplementary Figure 1. Electron microscopy and diffraction data of OmpG 

Electron microscopy of different isotopically labelled OmpG preparations after reconstitution 

into E. coli lipids and growth of 2D crystals at low magnification showing long tubes with a 

width of 200-300 nm. a) 2D crystals of the 1,3-OmpG [TEMPQANDSG] sample (see Fig. 1c 

of the main text), negative stain; b) 2D crystals of the 2-OmpG [SHLYGWAFV] sample (see 

Fig. 1d), negative stain; c) High magnification image of a negative stained 2D crystal of 

uniformly 
13

C,
15

N-labelled OmpG; d) diffraction pattern of the sample shown in c.



 

 

       

 

 

Supplementary Figure 2. Sequence-specific assignment of OmpG 

a) Superposition of a CP-based 
15

N-
1
H correlation (blue) of OmpG in lipid bilayers and a 

projection of the (H)CANH spectrum (red). Asterisks indicate folded-in arginine side-chain 

signals. Their position in the two spectra is different since the respective spectral width in the 
15

N-dimension was set differently. b)
 13

C-
15

N-projection of the (H)CANH spectrum with 

assignments. The dispersion in this projection is larger than in the 
15

N-
1
H projection. The 

majority of peaks is assigned (151). 31 peaks of the (H)CANH spectrum remain unassigned. 



Supplementary Figure 3. Strips from 3D NMR correlation spectra of OmpG to illustrate 

sequence-specific assignment 

Superposition of strip plots taken from the (H)CANH, (HCO)CA(CO)NH, (HCA)CB(CA)NH 

and (HCA)CB(CACO)NH spectra at the 
15

N-chemical shifts of the residues in the 

subsequence tryptophan 43 to glutamine 51. Residue 42 is a proline, and cross peaks 

correlating its Cα and Cβ are present in the tryptophan 43 strip of the (HCO)CA(CO)NH and 

(HCA)CB(CACO)NH spectra. The signal intensities of the peaks in the experiments that 

contain multiple polarization transfer steps [(HCA)CB(CA)NH and (HCA)CB(CACO)NH] 

drop off towards the end of this sequential stretch of amino acids and eventually completely 

disappear in the strip of glutamic acid 51, which is the last assigned residue of this β-strand. 



Supplementary Figure 4. Comparison of CP-based and INEPT-based NMR experiments 

Superposition of a CP-based 
15

N-
1
H correlation (blue) of OmpG in lipid bilayers and an

INEPT-based 
15

N-
1
H correlation (red). Asterisks indicate folded-in arginine side-chain peaks.

Their position in the two spectra is different since the respective spectral with in the 
15

N-

dimension was set differently. 



 
 

Supplementary Figure 5. Comparison of cross-peak intensities in different proton-

detected 3D NMR experiments 

Signal intensities in the (H)CANH, (HCO)CA(CO)NH, (HCA)CB(CA)NH and 

(HCA)CB(CACO)NH spectra, plotted as signal-to-noise versus sequence. Every panel 

represents two strands in the β-sheet connected by an intracellular turn in the structure, except 

for the two panels on the top, which represent the first and last strand of the sequence. For all 

peaks, residue indices are based on the location of the excited carbon. Thus, peak intensities 

in the (HCO)CA(CO)NH and (HCA)CB(CACO)NH spectra correspond to strips at the 
15

N- 
1
H position of the residue with index +1. The noise level is defined as one standard deviation 

of noise intensity calculated within CCPN analysis by taking 10 subsets of 1000 random 

samples in a spectrum and choosing the smallest subset. The solid line represents a S/N 

average. 



 
 

Supplementary Figure 6. Comparison of cross peak patterns at different temperatures 

In order to check whether additional signal sets or increased signal intensity could be 

observed at lower temperatures, 
13

C-
13

C correlation spectra with 50 ms DARR mixing were 

recorded at 255 K (red) and 235 K (blue). The temperature in the latter spectrum is 

underneath the lipid phase-transition as monitored by a change in the 1D 
1
H spectrum. No 

significant difference between the two 
13

C-
13

C spectra was observed. 



 

 
 

 

Supplementary Figure 7. Selection of inter-residual cross peaks for distance restraints 

for the 2-OmpG sample 

Peaks used to generate distance restraints in the 
13

C-
13

C correlation (400 ms DARR) of the 2-

OmpG sample. Intra-residual peaks were avoided during peak picking. This was helpful 

because some intra-residual peaks can correspond to unassigned spin systems. If these peaks 

would be included in the shift matching procedure, restraints lacking a correct assignment 

option would be produced, which is highly unfavorable. To avoid such intra-residual peaks, 

the spectrum was compared with a spectrum recorded with a shorter mixing time. 

Furthermore, knowledge of the specific areas in which intra-residual peaks can be expected is 

used. For instance, within the Cα-Cα area close to the diagonal (50-60 ppm) no intra-residual 

are expected except for proline Cα-C correlations and serine outliers, hence also peaks 

present in both short and long mixing time spectra were picked (except for the respective 

proline Cα-C peaks). 



 

 
 

 

Supplementary Figure 8. Selection of inter-residual cross peaks for distance restraints 

for the 1,3-OmpG sample 

Peaks used to generate distance restraints in the 
13

C-
13

C correlation spectrum (400 ms DARR 

mixing) of the 1,3-OmpG sample. See also legend of Supplementary Figure 7. 



 

 
 

Supplementary Figure 9. Secondary structure prediction 

Prediction of secondary structure based on chemical shifts by TALOS+
1,2

 and PRED-TMBB
3
. 

TALOS+ uses the secondary chemical shifts of assigned residues to search a database for 

triplets in the sequence of high-resolution structures with similar secondary chemical shifts to 

predict φ/ψ torsion angles. PRED-TMBB is an algorithm that solely relies on the sequence 

and predicts which parts of the sequence are intra-cellular, extra-cellular and transmembrane, 

given the molecule is a transmembrane β-barrel. Grey areas in the TALOS+ plot correspond 

to those regions of the sequence that are predicted as transmembrane by PRED-TMBB. 



Supplementary Figure 10. Interaction matrix of 
1
H-

1
H distance restraints before 

disambiguation 

Residue interaction matrix for 
1
H-

1
H distance restraints entering the ARIA protocol (before

any disambiguation by ARIA). The color indicates the ambiguity of the least ambiguous 

restraint present for the interaction between two residues. Interactions between two residues 

for which an unambiguous restraint is present are colored red. Patterns perpendicular to the 

diagonal, indicating anti-parallel β-sheets, can already be observed. 



 

 
 

Supplementary Figure 11. Assignment status of 
1
H-

1
H ADRs after the last iteration of 

the ARIA protocol 

The color indicates the ambiguity of the least ambiguous restraint present for the interaction 

between two residues. Interactions between two residues for which an unambiguous restraint 

is present are colored red. A clear alternating pattern can be seen for the β-sheets 

perpendicular to the diagonal. 11 restraints in the 
1
H-

1
H restraint set were left ambiguous at 

the end of the ARIA procedure. 



Supplementary Figure 12. Assignment of 
13

C-
13

C ambiguous distance restraints in the

last iteration of the ARIA protocol 

The color indicates the ambiguity of the least ambiguous restraint present for the interaction 

between two residues. Interactions between two residues for which an unambiguous restraint 

is present are colored red. 488 restraints in the 
13

C-
13

C restraint set were left ambiguous at the

end of the ARIA procedure. 



Supplementary Figure 13. Ensembles of the 15 lowest energy structures 

The 15 lowest energy structures out of 200 calculated structures are shown (from top to 

bottom) after iterations 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8 of the ARIA protocol, and the final structure refined 

with explicit hydrogen bond restraints (bottom). 



 

 
Supplementary Figure 14. Comparison of the solid-state NMR-based structure with X-

ray- and solution NMR-based structures 

a) Crystal contacts between four protein molecules in the X-ray structure 2IWV
4
. b) 

Superposition of six different X-ray structures of OmpG: green: 4CTD
5
, red: 2IWW

4
, blue: 

2IWV
4
, black: 2F1C

6
, magenta: 2X9K

7
, orange: 2WV

8
. c) Overlay of solid-state NMR (blue) 

and liquid-state NMR (red) structural ensembles. 

 



Supplementary Table 1. Comparing the extend of chemical assignment on basis of 
13

C-

detected and 
1
H-detected experiments 

Extend of the chemical shift assignment achieved for different atom sites with regards to 

signals observed in 
13

C-detected experiments (on fully protonated samples) and 
1
H-detected

experiments (on deuterated and back-exchanged samples). The numbers of assigned chemical 

shifts are listed separately for the two types of samples/measurement methods because isotope 

shift causes the chemical shifts to be slightly different for these two types of samples. 

Therefore, chemical shift assignment for one type of sample does not automatically lead to the 

assignment in the other type of sample, and in few individual cases it was difficult to transfer 

the assignment. The extent of the assignment is given as a percentage of the total number of 

nuclei (of the respective kind) in the whole protein and as a percentage of the number of 

nuclei within the 170 residues for which at least one nucleus is assigned (colored blue in Fig. 

1a of the main text). 



Supplementary Table 2. Statistics on the restraints and quality metrics of the 15 lowest 

energy structures 

All quality measures correspond to the structure refined in DMSO. Structure validation was 

performed using the iCing server
9
 from which PROCHECK

10
 and WHATIF

11
 were obtained.

Precise counts for specific restraint subsets were obtained using a CCPNMR Analysis macro. 

a) Numbers span the complete ensemble. One distance restraint violation was present in 1 of

the 15 models. b) Alignment of models within the ensemble and with structures 2IWW and

2IWV
4
, 2F1C

6
 and 2JQY

12
 were calculated using biopython

13
. The β-sheet extends over

residues 7-15, 33-40, 43-50, 69-77, 84-94, 109-121, 126-138, 150-160, 166-174, 193-201,

204-210, 237-243, 248-254 and 273-279. Turn residues are 41-42, 78-83, 122-125, 161-165,

202-203 and 244-247.
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